Large Collections of Uighur and Mongolian Literature...
...can be found at the SUB Göttingen (FID Central Asia) as well as at the Staatsbibliothek zu
Berlin Preußischer Kulturbesitz (SBB PK/FID Asia).
They can be searched via the Common Library Network (GBV) and the Common Union
Catalogue (GVK).
Insert certain search keys using the search slot of the Common Union Catalogue (GBV - GVK).
Common search keys are spr for language, bib for library, jhr for year etc.

Search command for SBB PK: bib 0001
Search command for SUB Göttingen: bib 0007

Combination of search commands:
Uighur Language Literatrue
Spr uig and bib 0007 (SUB Göttingen)
Spr uig and bib 0001 (SBB PK)
Mongolian Language Literature
Spr mon and bib 0007 (SUB Göttingen)
Spr mon and bib 0001 (SBB PK)

Specify your search:
The search can be limited to specific years. If you want to search from a specific year of
publication onwards, the year is followed by a hyphen:
jhr 2009- and spr mon and bib 0007
(Mongolian language books at the SUB Göttingen since 2009)

Research and hits for FID specific literature in the GVK:
The FID Central Asia was founded in 2019 and accordingly literature relevant to the FID is
marked with FID Zentralasien from 2019 on. The FID relevant literature that came into the
library before 2019 can therefore not be searched using the key FID Zentralasien. Instead just
use the language codes spr mon and spr uig etc.
The FID Asia, on the other hand, has marked all FID relevant titles – also older titles – with
the key FID Asia.
The search key of each FID is SSG, followed by the name of the specific FID.
Examples:
Spr mon and ssg Zentralasien (all Mongolian-language titles relevant to the FID Central Asia
and catalogued since 2019)
Spr mon and ssg Asien (all titles relevant for FID Asia in Mongolian language).

Detailed explanations for more search keys: https://fidcassib.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Notes_on_Our_Literature_from_Sinkiang_Central_Asia_Sib
eria_Mongolia_in_Goettingen.pdf

